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ENGLISH LOANWORDS IN MICROBLOGS  

OF YOUNG UKRAINIAN DESIGNERS 
 

Western Europe and then the United States have been the driving force behind the 

development of the modern fashion. 

Ukraine aims to become a member of the international community and establish a strong 

presence in the global fashion industry. The integration process takes into account the principles 

and methods of its organization, using a wide range of professional terminology, including a 

significant number of English loanwords. As a result, the Ukrainian language has incorporated 

numerous terms of English origin, including «колаборація», «шоурум», «мерч», and others.  

Terminology is an important tool for effective communication in the professional world. It 

is a system of specialized words used in a particular field of knowledge or discipline. They can be 

standardized or have a specific meaning depending on the context. Anglicisms, which are 

terminological words borrowed from English, are commonly used in the fashion terminology of 

many languages, including Ukrainian. 

Ukrainians can expand their audience by relying on the communication medium of the main 

trendsetters. Language used as a common means of interaction between people with different 

linguistic backgrounds is called «lingua franca». It is widely used in situations where a society is 

composed of diverse socio-cultural communities, necessitating a shared way of communication. 

The term comes from the Italian «lingua franca», meaning «Frankish language». It was a widely 

used language of communication during the Middle Ages in the Mediterranean, based on several 

European languages, including French, Italian, Arabic and Spanish. The role of English as a lingua 

franca for communication in an international community is defined by the success of native 

speakers in various fields of knowledge [1]. 

 The term «фешн» has broadened the range of synonyms for the existing word «мода». To 

gain a deeper understanding of the origin of the word «fashion», it may be helpful to refer to its 

definition, as it describes the creation of diverse objects of cultural aesthetics as a way of artistic 

self-expression. Fashion often introduces new shapes, silhouettes, cuts, and types of clothing. In 

these cases, English names are commonly used due to their brevity, universal acceptance or the 

lack of an equivalent in the recipient language [2]. For instance, «аутфіт» «легінси», «кроп-

топ», «блейзер», «лук» тощо. In certain cases, the use of English loanwords may be more of a 

status symbol than a linguistic requirement. [3] 

It also indicates that there is a desire to give a new impetus to development and move away 

from Soviet influences. The term «мода» was previously associated with uniformity and dullness, 

whereas the contemporary use of the term is linked to innovation, vibrancy, nonconformity, and 

the capacity to convey one's inner self or uniqueness through clothing. 

The use of borrowed English words contributes to the effective exchange of information. 

Ukrainian designers frequently incorporate foreign terminology such as «кампейн», «хаб», 

«бренд», «поп-ап», «колаборація», «оунер», «дроп», «рандомс», «світшот», «вайб» to 

enhance the explanation. For instance, «Передивлялась стрічку інстаграм і збагнула, що 
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жодного фото з кампейну колекції ss2023 не знаходжу» [4]. «Завершуємо першу половину 

січня і активний робочий тиждень рандомсами із нашого виробництва» [5]. The Ukrainian 

fashion vocabulary has absorbed a considerable amount of anglicisms using transcription mode.  

The fashion industry is a young and rapidly developing sector. Ukrainian designers, 

especially the younger generation, are highly engaged on social media, participate in international 

shows, seek access to global markets, and attract foreign clients and investors. Such professional 

activity demands proficiency in English and a high level of listening comprehension of 

professional terminology. Fashion terms have been rapidly integrated into the lexical system of 

Ukrainian, so it was often perceived throught the transcription method. For example, «Команда 

бренду випустила FROLOVHEART — лімітовану колекцію чорних та білих світшотів з 

вишивкою нитками або бісером» [6]. «Штани-палаццо у трендову клітинку із осіннього 

дропу «Bambi mood» [7]. 

The increasing international presence of social media, the development of fashion blogs, 

influencers, magazines and websites are introducing and popularizing new fashion terminology, 

confirming the trend of universal globalization. 
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